
IT’S OFFICIAL!
Assumption B.V.M., Saint Stanislaus and Saint Casimir

ARE GETTING A NEW
PICTORIAL DIRECTORY

 We are partnering with Countryside Photographers  for 
professional photography in the creation of our next church 
directory that will connect our families and tell our story. 
Beginning January 3, 2023, parish members will have the 
opportunity to be photographed for our new pictorial directory!  
All photography will take place at A.B.V.M. 
Appointments for photography are necessary, and are available 
online (see Make Your Appointment on page 2), or by calling 

 Countryside Photographers at 920-833-6357 or the church office at 920-822-3279.

For members with college age students home for the 
holiday, Countryside is available to photograph your 
family at their studio in Seymour during the project. 
Simply call Countryside at 920-833-6357 to arrange a time 
for your family portrait at their studio.

To participate in the directory, parish members need only to be 
photographed, choose, and authorize use of their image. Please 
allow a minimum of 40 minutes for your photography session 
and viewing of the images. There is no obligation to purchase a 
pictorial directory or portraits; however, those wishing to do so 
will be offered a directory for a cost of $25.00 and specially priced 
portraits starting at $55.00.

Questions?–Contact the A.B.V.M. Parish Office at 920-822-3279
 or Countryside Photographers at 920-833-6357



A.B.V.M., SAINT STANISLAUS AND SAINT CASIMIR
PICTORIAL  DIRECTORY SCHEDULE

All photography during these dates will be at
Assumption B.V.M. church in the basement. Appointments required.

Weekdays 3pm - 7pm    and  Saturdays 10am - 2pm

To make your appointment go to:
countrysidephoto.com/parish 

 1. Click “Make Your Appointment”
  next  select your Session Type, Date and Time.   Click “Next”
 2. Enter your user name:  (6 digit number) as it appears on your mailing label  
 3. Enter your password: Your last name as it appears on your mailing label 
     (all lower case)  then click “Login”

Or call 920-833-6357 for assistance

What to Expect
The day of your portrait

Arrive at ABVM a few minutes before your appointment to check in and freshen up.
Our photographers will pose you and your family for the best image possible.  If you would 
like any subgroups or individual portraits taken, feel free to let us know.

Clothing for Families
Feel free to dress casual or formal. Our goal is to create portraiture as individual as the subjects 
we photograph.  In a family group, proper clothing coordination is critical.  Choose clothing 
with similar tone and color theme. We suggest medium to dark colors in the same tonal range, 
so that no single member of the family stands out because the clothing is loud or conflicting as 
compared to the rest of the family group.   
When subjects appear in a mixture of patterns, prints, or light and dark tones, there is visual 
confusion-as the light color, patterns or prints, come forward, and the dark color recedes. 
When this happens, one person becomes dominant and appears heavier than in reality. 
Careful clothing selection makes the difference between a portrait that appears to be unrelated 
individuals and one in which every member of the family “belongs” to the group.

After your session 
You will meet with a member of the team to choose your directory image, confirm proper 
spelling of names as they are to appear in the directory, and make any purchasing decisions 
with our purchasing team.  Orders will be delivered to the church in 6-8 weeks after the last 
day of photo sessions, or can be mailed to your home for an additional fee. 
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